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The Art of Slow Dovetailing—Through Dovetails 

At woodworking shows and on Youtube you can see demonstrations of dovetailing where the emphasis is on speed of work, 

dovetails complete in 4 minutes. All very clever, but not very instructive. Also, if you are not making a living from woodwork, 

why rush it? Why not enjoy the process of cutting a complex joint well? This is why I am instituting “The Campaign for Slow 

Dovetails”. In this article I will show how to cut and fit nice snug dovetails, the emphasis being on the quality of the joint ra-

ther than speed. 
There is a bit of a mystique about dovetails, they are often taken as  a measure of the craftsperson’s skill. However, other than 

the cuts being at an angle I don’t think the dovetail  is more complicated than many other joints such as the mortice and ten-

on. As with other jointing  cutting dovetails requires patience, concentration and  adherence to correct method.  I would also 

say that it is not possible to cut good dovetails whilst listening to rap music or texting! 

I have tried to make this article as visual as possible so the format is that each stage is accompanied by pictures with a de-

scription of what is going on. Here’s what I am making for the illustration. 

To help with description it’s worth defining 

our terms. The joint consists of dovetails in 

one piece  and pins on the other that fit into sockets between the tails. In 

the illustrations one part is in light coloured sycamore, the other in darker 

walnut. The sycamore part has the dovetails the walnut the pins. 

The usual setting out of the joint has half pins on the outside. Half pins are 

not small pins, rather they are outer pins with an inner sloping face, the 

outer face is the square edge. In the illustration the half pins in the walnut 

are actually wider than the other parts. 

The method I use for cutting dovetails is to cut the tails 

first then to use the tails as templates to mark out the 

pins. Anyone can cut the tails, it’s making the pins fit  between them that’s 

the tricky bit! 

Plane up face side and face edge and 

cut pieces to length. As we will be using 

the ends to mark from these are also datum surfaces. Check them for 

square and use a shooting board to true up any ends that are out of 

square. 

Introduction 

The naming of parts. 

The method. 

Create datum surfaces. 
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Mark off the width of the 

socket for the half pins  at 

either end, say 5mm. Then take the measurement between these markings. 

This is the space available for tails and pins. Deduct the total width of the 

pins, say two at 4 mm giving 8mm then divide the result by the number of 

tails, three. In the example the result is 27mm 

                                                                                   

 

The pieces should be orientated so  the face edges are adjacent and the 

face sides are on the inside. Set a cutting gauge to the thickness of the 

pin piece and mark a cut line for the shoulder on both sides of the dove-

tail piece. Set the cutting gauge to a millismidgeon less that the thick-

ness of the dovetail piece and mark the shoulder on both sides of the 

pin piece. We want the surface of the tails to sit slightly above the ends 

of the pins when assembled, this aids gluing up and becomes more im-

portant when making drawers. 

Mark out the tail shoulders. 

Calculate the width of the tails. 
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The position of the 

tails can be marked 

out just by measuring off with a ruler and pencil. It’s best to do it with 

a pencil first so you can check the layout is correct, then mark  in with 

a knife or scalpel. 

Another way of doing it is to set some dividers to the width of a tail 

plus the width of a pin, 31mm in the illustration. From one of the half 

pin lines walk the dividers across the end then walk them back from 

the other half pin line. The stepping points mark the positions of the 

tails and can be marked in with a scalpel, I now prefer this method. 

Dovetails in hard-

woods usually have 

a slope of 1:7 or 1:8 (in softwood 1:5 or 1:6). One can buy metal templates 

with these slopes. I am using a basic Veritas template in the illustration. If 

you don’t have a template you can set a sliding bevel to the required an-

gle. To find the angle, 1:8  for instance, measure off  10mm on a piece of 

scrap then 80mm at 90⁰ to this, connect the points and set the sliding bev-

el to this angle. 

The angled faces should be marked down to the gauged shoulder line with 

a scalpel. 

Mark out the tails on the end. 

“Square” down the dovetail posi-
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If you have trouble seeing the scalpel lines lightly 

enhance them with a sharp pencil. Good lighting is 

very important so perhaps use a spot light . Place 

the piece in the vice with the cut line vertical. Start the cut at one corner, I pre-

fer to start at the back corner, others at the front. Guide the saw to the right 

position using the point of your index finger.  The cut should be on the waste 

side of the line but with the  outer edge just kissing the  knife line. This is quite 

important, too far one way and the joint will be loose, too far the other  you 

will have to spend time paring the joint which is  not as accurate as  the saw 

cut. Once you have got the cut started in the corner progressively bring the saw 

down until you are sawing the full width of the piece.  

Use a fret saw to cut 

away the waste be-

tween the tails. Saw shy of the line as the fret saw is not an accurate tool. 

Clamp the piece flat on the bench with a piece of scrap below. Use a sharp 

chisel to progressively chop back towards to gauge line with the chisel angled 

slightly to avoid undercutting. Only when there is a slither left should you 

place the chisel point into the line and chop down. This prevents the cut being 

driven back over the gauge line by the force of the waste against the chisel 

bevel.  

Turn the piece over and repeat on the other side. Doing this establishes refer-

ence lines at the shoulders on either side. The raised piece in the middle will 

now be pared away to those reference lines. I find this best done with the 

piece vertical in the vice. Lay the flat of the chisel on the shoulder line and 

pare across, changing the angle of the chisel closer to horizontal after each 

cut. You should be able to see the face you are paring extend further across as 

you cut. When the face is almost to the back edge turn the piece round and 

Saw the dovetails. 

Remove the waste between the tails. 
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 Knife the shoulder, cut a chamfer to the knife 

line and Cut the shoulder with a tenon saw.  

The pins are marked from the dovetails. 

The dovetail piece has to be positioned 

on the end of the pin  piece which can be tricky. It is worth making a jig  simi-

lar to the illustration to aid positioning. 

Fit the pin piece in the jig with the face side against the jig and the  face edge 

against the fence. Lay the  tail piece on top, aligning the shoulders with the  

back of the pin piece. Use a knife to  mark the pins, ensure that  knife point is 

in the very corner of the join between the tail and pin piece. 

 Saw the pins on the waste side of the line. The cut is 

easier if the piece is in the vice as low as possible, thus 

reducing vibration. Cut away the waste with the fret saw as before. 

Cut outer shoulders. 

Mark the pin positions. 

Saw the pins. 
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The process here is much the 

same as removing the waste 

between the tails. Saw off the  majority of the waste with the fret saw 

then chop back to the gauged shoulder lines until you have established 

references on the shoulder lines. Then put the piece in the vice and pare 

the shoulders flat, being careful not to go below the should line. 

Try the fit of the joint, If it’s tight it can be difficult to work out where it needs 

easing. Sometimes by flexing the joint you can feel which area is tight and 

which loose. Also look at the faces after taking the joint apart, bruised or 

glazed areas indicate the tight spots. If the half pins are narrow check with a 

straight edge to see if nthey are being flexed out  as the joint is pushed togeth-

er (if the joint is likely to crack it’s at this point). 

To correct tight areas it’s easier to pare the pins across the grain than to work 

between the tails.        

Some say that the joint should not be fully  assembled until glue up because 

they think it will loosen the fit. I  think you need to try th joint before then. 

However to reduce bruising the joint try to assemble and pull apart at right 

angles. To disassemble tap it apart, holding the other end to maintain the an-

gle. 

Remove waste between pins. 

Assemble and check the fit of the joint. 
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Assemble and check the fit of the joint (continued). 

When the fit is satisfactory clean up all faces and prepre 

to glue up.  Don’t forget to transfer marking to faces that 

will not be sanded or planed eg the joint faces, Do a dry run first to do a 

final check and also ensure the clamps are arranged ready. Apply adhesive 

in the sockets between the tails. And on the outer tail faces There is not 

much gain from applying glue on the end grain areas although some like to 

have some there. 

If the joint has been marked out with the tails slightly wider than the pin 

length you should be able to clamp up with a block across the tail faces. 

Apply some masking or selotape to the face of the block to prevent it stick-

ing to the tails. Check for squareness once you have clamped up. 

Glue up. 

Hopefully this article will have given a few tips about dovetailing method. As I said earli-

er, the rest is up to you. I like to feel that my students are not alone in learning from my 

teaching. On my latest basic skills III course I learnt that success at dovetailing also comes from looking and really 

seeing. For instance noticing when a shoulder is sitting very slightly above the knife line.  It is surprising how very 

small inaccuracies can spoil the joint. Success is in the detail! 

The illustrations are from the basic skills III course, a pair of book (or kindle!) ends finished with a piece of ash 

thinning cut through to show the annual rings. 

In a future article I will describe the cutting of lap joints. Actually one of 

the book ends on the right is from that session! 

A later article will abandon slow dovetailing and show how to use the 

band saw for cutting the tails and a router for removing the waste. I will 

not be showing how to use a  dovetail jig, that’s a bridge too far! 

Conclusion. 


